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�  Standard model gauge groups  [SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y] 
�   the success of the electroweak theory opened the possibility of another 

unification between the strong interaction and EW interaction. 
�  The minimal simple group which contains the standard model gauge groups 

is SU(5) 
�  Most of BSM expects the existence of an extra gauge boson 
�  The new gauge boson behaves like  
The standard model Z boson  
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     search at CMS Z′

1. Trigger requirements   (Run1 vs Run2) 

q  The trigger path used at 8 TeV is: 
            HLT Mu40 eta2p1 
It requires the presence of at least 
one Muon candidate with pT > 40GeV 
in the region of 
   

0 < η < 2.1

q  The new trigger used at 13 TeV will select the muon candidate at higher PT >45 
GeV  covering the full range of       η

      
             

 
    

          
we are looking for [two Muons with opposite charge] 
 
Higher in Mass than  the SM Z Boson 
gives the same final state as the SM Z boson  
 Neutral 
Spin 1 
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2. High pt Muon reconstruction  

(1) Muon must be reconstructed as global muon and tracker muon 
(2) Number of Valid Pixel Hits >0 
(3) Number of Valid Muon Hits>0 
(4) Number of Matched Stations > 1 
(5) Number Of Tracker Layers With Measurement > 5 
(6) Relative track isolation < 0.10  

(7)   |dxy| < 0.2 cm 
(8)  pt > 48.0 GeV 
(9)        /PT<0.3 

Extra cuts on the dimuons 
(1)2 Muons with opposite charge. 
(2) 3D angle between two 
muons' momenta < pi-0.02. 
(3) mass is computed from 
vertex fit (                    ) 

δ pT

χ 2 / d.o. f <10

pT∑
pT
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According to old selections for different analysis with looser requirements on the number of 
track layers with fit  

N-1 Efficiency 
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Eff = No.of events passingall cuts
No.of events passingall cuts but theone indicated



Measuring high pt muon ID efficiency  
        (using Tag and probe Method)  

q  Calculation Strategy  
Trigger Id Re co Iso=  −ε ε × ε × ε

Isolation Cut 
only  

Full cuts except 
the isolation cut  

q  the efficiency of all selection criteria except isolation is measured 

Tag Muon

Probe muon

Passes the full Id cuts 

Muon with a very loose cut 
1.  Any muon with Pt>20 GeV. 
2.  pairs with opposite charge. 
3.  Within a specific mass window 

q  the efficiency of the tracker –only isolation cut  

98.6 % 
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Estimating efficiency of Trigger and offline reconstruction  
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Estimating efficiency of Trigger and offline reconstruction  

1. The efficiency calculations  shows an improvement  in phy14 if compared with 2012 
Data with a little  small differences, About 3-8% better than the previous analysis 
(ICHEP2012 version) 
2. Gives a better agree with simulation  
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T&P results using PHy14 MC (13Tev) 

the efficiency of all above selection criteria except isolation is measured 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The efficiency with respect to the number of vertices & pt  shows a flat behavior. 
Dataset  path : /DYJetsToLL M-50 13TeV-madgraph-pythia8/Phys14DR-PU20bx25 PHYS14 25 V1-v1 



Expected background 

  

Signal

1.  Irreducible background    (Drell Yann process )

•  The contribution from DY decreases  at the tail of the mass distribution 
2. Reducible background
 

Obeys the same selections of Z ‘ 

13% 5%
Z γ * →(tt, τ +τ − ,tW ,tW ,WW ,WZ,ZZ, W + Jets,QCDJets)

1%
eµmethod Isolation cut Data vs MonteCarlo 
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ttBackgroundEstimation (usingeµmethod)

q  Aim: Estimate the contributions from any process with two real leptons in 
the final state where the number of dimuon events is estimated from the 
electron-muon spectrum 

q  Selections (as pioneered by HEEP group ) 
1. The first muon is chosen such that it passes the high PT muon identification 
criteria 
2. The second object is an electron passing HEEP V5.1 selection 
3. Both leptons are required to have PT>35 GeV 
4. The invariant mass of opposite sign pairs exceeds 60 GeV 
 
 
 
 
 
q  Pure MonteCarlo Method 

p(eµ) = 2p(µµ) = 2p(ee)
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eµmethodresults at 8 TeV
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Z⎯→⎯ ττ ,WW ,WZ,ZZ and tW
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Z⎯→⎯ ττ ,WW ,WZ,ZZ and tW

eµmethodat13TeV



JetBackgroundEstimation (usingFakeratemethod)
Aim: Estimating the Jets misidentified as Muons (contamination from Jets) 

q  always estimated from Data 
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FakeRate = No.of Muons passingall cuts[Id and isolation]
No.of Muons passing loosly isolation cut

Single Jet QCD diJet 

20 fb−1

W+Jet and diJet 



From 8 TeV data 
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Invariant mass spectrum at 8 TeV 
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Invariant mass spectrum at 13 TeV 
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Conclusion 

�  Based on the data samples corresponding to integrated luminosity 20.6fb-1 
collected at 8Tev in 2012,the analysis excludes with 95% 

1.  the sequential standard model          lighter than 2770 GeV . 
2.  Superstring-inspired        lighter than 2430 GeV 

ZSSM
/

Zψ
/
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Present work and progress 

�      search continues with much higher motivation in Run2. 
�  The dimuon group in CMS collaboration working on this analysis at 14 

Tev. 
�  Comparisons between Run1 results and Monte Carlo samples(phys14 and 

spring15) have already finished. 
•  These results are already certified by CMS and part of it has already 

introduced in LHCB conference 
�  Waiting for more data, to complete the analysis.   

Z /

Data 
Data 

Data 
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http://www. lhcp2015.com 
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Thank you 

U(1)Y 
SU(3)  SU(2)L  
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